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whilst Newark hoodlum Shawn Raymond is killed, his mother, Bessie, well-merited funds in
hand, begs Tamara to appear into the unsolved murder. in response to Bessie, the law
enforcement officials simply did not supply a damn, yet Tamara is sufficient of a realist to grasp
the unhappy fact that gangsters often turn out getting what they deserve. but she will
additionally take note a time whilst Shawn Raymond was once an blameless boy, enjoyed and
mentored by means of her lifeless brother, Johnny. She is aware that the void left by means of
Johnny's suicide could have contributed to the undesirable offerings Shawn made. Tied to the
Raymonds through grief and memory, Tamara ultimately concurs to take Shawn Raymond's
case. yet No Hiding Place (Tamara Hayle #4) Tamara reveals that the trail to the killer leads not
just in the course of the city's suggest streets and threatened center classification yet into her
own existence as well, in a terrible, shattering way. extra blood could be spilled sooner than
Tamara learns her sour lesson that once it involves homicide and the evil in people's hearts,
there No Hiding Place (Tamara Hayle #4) actually is not any hiding place.
Tamara continually will get into risky situations. This tale affected 3 familie and the murders
integrated looks the road that is connecting every person involved. Antoine Raymond was once
killed first,then his son, Shawn and tragedy struck again,killing Gena Lennox. the single
blameless occasion during this tale is child Gus.
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